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We study the structure of electronic states in individual PbS nanocrystal quantum dots by 

scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS) using one-to-two monolayer nanocrystal films treated 

with 1,2-ethanedithiols (EDT). Up to six individual valence and conduction band states are 

resolved for a range of quantum dot sizes. The measured states’ energies are in good agreement 

with calculations using the k·p four-band envelope function formalism. A comparison of STS 

and optical absorption spectra indicates that some of the absorption features can only be 

explained by asymmetric transitions involving the states of different symmetries (e.g., S and P or 

P and D), which points towards the relaxation of the parity selection rules in these 

nanostructures. STS measurements also reveal a mid-gap feature, which is likely similar to one 

observed in previous charge transport studies of EDT-treated quantum dot films.  
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Nanocrystal (NC) quantum dots are characterized by discrete electronic states with atom-like 

symmetries and size-controlled energies [1]. Lead chalcogenides such as PbS and PbSe feature a 

narrow band gap in the mid infrared (IR) and small electron and hole effective masses. As a 

result, the NCs made of these materials are characterized by strong quantum confinement for 

both carriers and a wide-range, size-controlled tunability of the band gap energy. This makes 

these nanostructures attractive materials for applications in solution-processable devices 

including IR light emitting diodes, printable field-effect transistors [2, 3], and solar cells [4, 5]. 

 Electronic structures of lead-salts NCs were initially studied theoretically using a k·p four-

band envelope function formalism [6], which predicted almost mirror symmetric electronic states 

in the conduction and valence bands having S, P, D, etc. symmetries. Because of these well 

defined symmetries, one-photon interband optical transitions must occur with observation of 

parity selection rules, according to which only transitions that couple the states of the same 

symmetry (Sh - Se, Ph - Pe, etc.; subscripts ‘e’ and ‘h’ stand for electron and hole states, 

respectively) are allowed. However, this theoretical prediction is at odds with results of optical 

absorption measurements [7-10] that indicate the presence of intense peaks at energies of 

asymmetric transitions such as 1Sh −1Pe and 1Ph −1Se. Based on parity selection rules these 

transitions are forbidden and can be seen only in two-photon but not single-photon absorption. 

This inconsistency has lead to intense and still continuing debates on the interpretation of various 

absorption features in samples of PbSe and PbS quantum dots [9-13].  

 One approach to resolve this problem has been to include the anisotropy of electron and 

hole masses in the model [11, 12, 14, 15].  The effects of anisotropy result in splitting of 

electronic states, which places one of the split-off 1Ph − 1Pe parity conserving transitions near 

the nominally forbidden 1Sh −1Pe and 1Ph −1Se transitions. This seems to help reconcile the 
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discrepancy between the theory and the experiment for PbSe NCs [14], however, not for PbS 

quantum dots as in this material the splitting due to anisotropy is too small [12, 15] to explain 

experimental observations. Another suggested way to resolve this problem has been to allow for 

a breakdown of parity conservation by introducing inversion asymmetry in the wave functions of 

lead-salts NCs (see, e.g., ref. [13]).  

 Previous experimental works have attempted to elucidate the nature of optical transitions in 

lead-salt quantum dots by applying both optical [9, 10, 16] and scanning tunneling spectroscopy 

(STS) measurements [17, 18]. These studies, however, mostly focused on PbSe NCs and 

therefore, could not conclusively answer the question on the “strictness” of parity selection rules, 

because strong band anisotropies in PbSe complicate the interpretation of optical spectra.  PbS 

NCs have more isotropic bands and almost identical electron and hole effective masses that make 

them more suitable for separating the effects due to anisotropy from those due to breakdown of 

parity conservation.  The studies that would compare the energies of electronic states in PbS NCs 

measured by STS and those obtained from optical spectroscopy, however, are still lacking.  

 Here, we fill this gap by conducting STS measurements on individual PbS NCs of various 

sizes and compare them to results of optical measurements. We observe that some of the features 

in single-photon absorption can only be described by asymmetric transitions that couple, for 

example, S and P or P and D states. This observation strongly suggests the relaxation of parity 

conservation in PbS NCs due, e.g., to an internal electric field or an asymmetric distribution of 

atoms relatively to the NC center as suggested in ref. [13].  

 In our studies, we use PbS NCs with oleylamine capping synthesized according to ref.  

[19]. The NCs were dispersed in octane and then spin cast onto a glass substrate coated with 

indium tin oxide (0.5–1 kΩ/cm resistivity). The substrates were cleaned by immersion into a 
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1:1:1 solution of iso-propanol, methanol, and acetone, sonicated for 5 minutes, and then dried in 

a stream of nitrogen gas. The NC film was treated with 1,2-ethanedithiols (EDT), the procedure 

which links NCs into a weakly conducting network as described in ref. [20]. The final film 

thickness was one to two NC monolayers. The samples were introduced into the vacuum 

chamber and then annealed for about four hours at 110 ◦C in ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) to remove 

unbounded ligands and solvent molecules.  

 We studied four different samples from two batches with the photoluminescence (PL) 

bands at 1100 nm and 1400 nm. Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) and transmission 

electron microscopy (TEM) studies (Figs. 1a and 1b, respectively) indicated a relatively broad 

NC size distribution, which allowed us to perform the measurements across a fairly large range 

of sizes corresponding to the band gap energies (Eg) from 0.7 to 1.2 eV. The STS studies were 

conducted at 100 K in a UHV chamber with base pressure <1×10-10 torr using a modified 

commercial variable-temperature STM system (RHK-300). The tunneling current noise levels 

were smaller than 1 pA peak-to-peak over the full bandwidth. Etched polycrystalline tungsten 

tips were used. The oxide layer on the tip was removed via Ne+ sputtering after the introduction 

into the UHV chamber and then the tips were sharpened and annealed in the field emission 

regime to improve their stability.  

 In our studies, the samples were cooled down to 100 K, however, the STM tip remained 

close to room temperature, which limited energy resolution to ∼20 - 30 meV. In the STS 

measurements, the tip was placed above the center of the individual NC, the feedback loop was 

disconnected and the tunneling current, I, was recorded as a function of tip-substrate bias, V. We 

typically acquired 30–70 spectra for the same NC to verify for reproducibility and then averaged 

them to increase the signal-to-noise ratio.  
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 We used two STS techniques: a constant gap method [21, 22], in which the tunneling 

junction width was maintained constant during the bias voltage sweep (Fig. 1c), and a variable 

gap sweep method [23] where the junction width decreased proportionally with the bias voltage 

(Fig. 1d). For both techniques the recorded spectra exhibited well resolved, tunneling resonances 

on both sides of the band gap. However, the variable-gap method was more suitable for mapping 

the high-energy states than the constant-gap method, because in the latter case the tunneling 

junction would often become unstable at high currents. Also, the variable-gap measurements 

allowed for better signal-to-noise ratio in the band-edge regions. Based of these observations, all 

measurements shown below were conducted using the variable-gap technique.  

 Changes in the NC-tip distance utilized in this technique can, in principle, affect the 

positions of the measured peaks due to changes in the NC-tip capacitance (CTip-NC), which 

together with the NC-substrate capacitance (CNC-Sub) define the fraction (η) of the tip-substrate 

bias (V) that is applied to the NC: VNC = ηV, where η = CNC-Sub/(CNC-Sub + CTip-NC) [24, 25]. In 

our weakly conductive samples, however, the correction for bias division is insignificant as each 

NC probed by the STM has direct electrical contact to the substrate, which corresponds to CNC-

Sub→∞ and η→1. This assessment is confirmed by the comparison of the STS spectra collected 

using either a constant or a variable-gap method (Figs. 1c and 1d). The positions of the STS peak 

in these spectra are virtually identical suggesting that independent of the tip-NC separation, CNC-

Sub is always much greater than CTip-NC and hence η ≈ 1 (see Supplemental Material for more 

details [26]).  

 In the STS studies, the tunneling junction gap width typically varied between 1 Å/V and 2 

Å/V. The spectra were essentially unchanged when the tunneling set-point conditions were 

within 1.0–1.5 V for the bias and 20–300 pA for the current. However, increasing the set-point 
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current to more than 700 pA resulted in the appearance of multiple, equally spaced tunneling 

resonances (Fig. 1e) that developed due to discrete electron charging of the NC similar to that 

reported in ref. [27].  All STS data presented below were acquired below this threshold and 

reflected, therefore, the single-particle density of states recorded in the regime of shell tunneling.  

 The STS spectra were analyzed by fitting them to a sum of multiple Lorentzians, which 

allowed us to accurately identify the positions of individual states even in the case of overlapping 

spectral features (see Supplemental Material [26]). This procedure is illustrated in Fig. 2, where 

we display the dI/dV spectra for three NCs with different energy gaps. One interesting 

observation is that the background between the band-edge 1Se and 1Sh peaks is asymmetric 

indicating the presence of a broad mid-gap band (MGB) at around 0.2 - 0.3 eV above the 1Sh 

state (blue dotted line at the bottom of Fig. 2). Interestingly, while the peaks outside the band gap 

exhibit a pronounced dependence on NC dimensions and hence Eg (see Fig. 3a), the intra-gap 

feature has the same energy (~0.27 eV below the Fermi level) for all NC sizes (see Fig. 3a; 

stars). This size independence suggests that the states responsible for intra-gap tunneling are 

likely associated with the network of surface defects that are similar to those detected in a recent 

charge transport study of PbS NC films prepared using the same EDT treatment procedure as one 

in the present experiments [20]. 

 In our analysis of the STS data, we account for the electron polarization energy, Σ, [24, 

25], which is responsible for the increase of the apparent (measured) energy of the STS peak 

compared to the true energy of a given electronic state. Our calculations indicate that Σ increases 

with decreasing NC size (see Supplemental Material [26]); however, even for the smallest NCs 

studied here, it does not exceed 50 meV. All electronic energies shown below were derived from 

raw STS data by introducing a correction for Σ [24, 25]. 
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 We start our analysis of the STS measurements with the two lowest-energy conduction and 

valence band peaks. In Fig. 3b, we plot the positions of these peaks as a function of the 1Se − 1Sh 

spacing, which provides a direct measure of Eg. We further compare them to the calculations 

(lines in Fig. 3a) conducted using the isotropic k·p four-band envelope function formalism [6], in 

which a NC is approximated by a sphere with an infinite potential barrier [25]. This model 

overestimates the states’ energies for a given quantum dot size [6]. However, it still allows for a 

fairly accurate comparison with the experiment if both the measurements and the calculations are 

plotted not as a function of NC size but Eg, an approach used, for example, in ref. [28].  

 Due to the similarity between the electron and hole effective masses in PbS [6], and highly 

isotropic bands [15],  one can expect that the energies of same-type conduction and valence band 

states should also be similar (i.e., “mirror symmetric”). Indeed, the measurements in Fig. 3b 

(symbols) indicate that the first and the second electron states are close to corresponding hole 

states. Further, the comparison with the theory (lines in Fig. 3a) indicates that the energies of the 

first and the second STS peaks are close to the calculations for the 1S1/2 and 1P1/2/1P3/2 levels, 

respectively. While here and below, in our modeling we account for the effect of the total 

angular momentum (shown by the superscript) on the state’s energy, the corresponding energy 

splittings are too small (<20 meV) to be resolved experimentally. 

 In addition to the two lowest-energy quantum-confined states, the STS allows us to 

measure 3–4 higher energy levels for both electrons and holes.  We plot the positions of all STS 

peaks in Fig. 3a (symbols) and compare them to the results of the k·p calculations (lines). As in 

the case of the lower energy features, we observe a remarkable agreement between the 

calculations and the measurements for higher energy peaks, which allows us to assign the third 

and the fourth STS features to the 1D and 2S states, respectively. For the larger NCs (smaller 
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energy gap), we can even resolve the fifth and the six peaks that likely correspond to the 1F and 

2P levels, respectively.  

 Next, we use the energies of electronic states derived from the STS measurements to 

address the problem of classification of optical transitions in PbS NCs. For this purpose, we 

compare the energies of the second, third and fourth single-photon optical transitions from ref. 

10 (the notation of these transitions is illustrated in Fig. 4a using the PL excitation spectrum of 

the ensemble sample with Eg = 1.09 eV) with the energies of the symmetric (parity conserving) 

and asymmetric (not parity conserving) transitions derived by STS (see Fig. 4b-d) [27]. The 

results of this comparison indicate that the second optical feature is closer to the asymmetric 1Se 

− 1Ph and 1Pe − 1Sh transitions (Fig. 4b) than to the symmetric one (1Pe − 1Ph), suggesting that 

parity conservation is not strictly observed in PbS NCs. On the other hand, the position of the 

third optical feature agrees well with the position of the symmetric 1Pe − 1Ph transition (Fig. 4c). 

However, the closeness of the fourth optical feature to the positions of the asymmetric 1De − 1Ph 

and 1Pe − 1Dh transitions again suggests the breakdown of parity conservation (Fig. 4d). These 

results demonstrate that the parity selection rules are relaxed in PbS NCs and further suggest that 

the band anisotropy does not have to be necessarily invoked to explain the appearance of 

asymmetric transitions. A possible reason for the breakdown of parity conservation is the 

existence of internal electric field in these NCs. While no direct measurements of internal 

electric fields in PbS quantum dots are available in the literature, previous studies of II-VI NCs 

with both cubic and hexagonal lattice structures [29, 30] indicate that they can exhibit a large 

dipole moment and hence strong internal electric field, which was attributed to surface-localized 

electrical charges [29]. As was suggested in ref. [13], an additional reason for the breakdown of 

wavefunction inversion symmetry in lead-salt quantum dots could be the displacement of the 
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center of a NC with respect to an atomic site.  

 To summarize, we have conducted STS studies of individual PbS NCs with Eg between 0.7 

and 1.2 eV. Using this method, we resolve up to six quantum-confined states in both conduction 

and valence bands and states’ energies agree well with the k · p calculations. The comparison 

between the STS and optical measurements indicates that parity selection rules are relaxed in 

PbS NCs, which leads to the appearance of strong optical absorption features due to transitions 

that do not conserve parity. Specifically, we show that the second and the forth optical 

absorption features can be explained by asymmetric 1S − 1P and 1P − 1D transitions that would 

be forbidden in the case of strict observation of parity conservation. In addition to intrinsic NC 

states, STS measurements reveal a broad mid-gap band whose position (~0.27 eV below the 

Fermi level) is not significantly affected by the NC size. The states responsible for this feature 

are likely associated with the network of surface defects that are similar to those observed in 

recent charge transport measurements of EDT-treated PbS NC films [20]. 
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Frontier Research Center funded by the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE), Office of Science 

(OS), Office of Basic Energy Sciences (OBES). The STM measurements were conducted at the 

Sandia site of the Center for Integrated Nanotechnologies, a user facility of U.S. DOE, OBES. 
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Fig. 1. (Color online) STM/STS measurements of PbS NCs. (a) An STM constant current image 
of PbS NCs on the ITO/glass substrate. (b) A TEM image of PbS NCs. (c) Single-dot constant 
height (inset) I/V (dashed line) and dI/dV (solid line) spectra showing the first three electron and 
hole states. (d) Variable-gap (inset) I/V (dashed line) and dI/dV (solid line) spectra for the same 
dot. (e) STS showing charging effects in the case of high tunneling current (>700 pA). STM/STS 
data were acquired at sample temperature of 100 K.  
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Fig. 2. (Color online) dI/dV spectra for three different PbS NCs with band gap energies of 0.65 
eV (upper trace; apparent STS band gap ΔVNC = 0.70 eV), 0.69 eV (intermediate trace, ΔVNC = 
0.74 eV), and 0.75 eV (lower trace, ΔVNC = 0.81 eV). In these spectra, we resolve at least six 
electron and five hole states. The measured spectra (solid lines) are fit (dashed lines) using a sum 
of Lorentzians used to identify individual hole and electron states (shown at the bottom by solid 
red lines). The asymmetric background in the band-gap region can be attributed to the manifold 
of mid-gap states (MGB) shown by the blue dotted line. 
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Fig. 3. (Color online) (a) Individual states’ energies derived from the STS data corrected for the 
contribution from the polarization energy (symbols) as a function of true NC band-gap energy. 
Lines are theoretical calculations using the k · p four-band envelope function formalism. (b) The 
comparison of the energies of the first two conduction- and valence-band states plotted as a 
function of NC band-gap energy. Experimental data are shown by symbols while theoretical 
calculations by lines. 
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Fig. 4. (Color online) (a) The first four optical transitions observed in the PL excitation (PLE) 
spectrum (solid line) and its second derivative (dashed line) of the sample with Eg = 1.09 eV. (b-
d) The comparison of energies of various symmetric and asymmetric interband transitions 
derived from the STS measurements (solid symbols) and optical transitions (open symbols) from 
the PLE and single-photon absorption spectra (optical data are from ref. 10). Diagrams on the 
right show the assignment of optical transitions based on this comparison. Specifically, the 2nd 
peak in the optical spectra (open circles in ‘b’) is best described by the asymmetric STS 1Se − 
1Ph and 1Pe − 1Sh transitions (open and solid squares in ‘b’, respectively). On the other hand, the 
3rd optical transition (open circles in ‘c’) corresponds to the symmetric 1Pe − 1Ph STS transition 
(solid triangles). Finally, the 4th optical transition (open circles in ‘d’) is close to the asymmetric 
STS 1Pe − 1Dh and 1De − 1Ph STS transitions (open and solid squares in ‘d’, respectively).  


